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Previous studies have supported the concept that the default network is an intrinsic brain system that participates in internal modes of
cognition. Neural activity and connectivity within the default network, which are correlated with cognitive ability even at rest, may be
plausible intermediate phenotypes that will enable us to understand the genetic mechanisms of individuals’ cognitive function or the risk
for genetic brain diseases. Using resting functional magnetic resonance imaging and imaging genetic paradigms, we investigated whether
individual default network connectivity was modulated by COMT val 158met in 57 healthy young subjects. Compared with COMT het-
erozygous individuals, homozygous val individuals showed significantly decreased prefrontal-related connectivities, which primarily
occurred between prefrontal regions and the posterior cingulate/restrosplenial cortices. Further analyses of the topological characteris-
tics of the default network showed homozygous val individuals had significantly fewer node degrees in the prefrontal regions. This
finding may partially elucidate previous reports that the COMT val variant is associated with inefficient prefrontal information process-
ing and poor cognitive performance. Our findings suggest that default network connectivity that involves the prefrontal cortex is mod-
ulated by COMT val 158met through differential effects on prefrontal dopamine levels.

Introduction
Studies have identified a variety of resting-state networks (RSNs)
(Fox and Raichle, 2007). As one of the more interesting RSNs, the
brain’s default network appears to contribute directly to an inter-
nal mentation that is largely detached from the external world,
including self-reflective thoughts and judgments, perception of
the mental states of others, envisioning the future to conceive
alternatives, etc. (Buckner et al., 2008). Additionally, researchers
have found that the activity of the default network is damaged in
some neuropsychiatric diseases (Broyd et al., 2009). Together, these
findings indicate that the intrinsic activity of the default network
could play an important role in human cognitive functions.

Neural connections directly reflect the functional activities of
the brain. By comparing activation patterns and resting-state
brain networks, a recent study suggested a close correspondence
of the brain’s functional architecture during activation and rest
(Smith et al., 2009). Functional connectivity (FC) can be used to
explore direct or indirect interactions between brain regions
(Friston et al., 1993). The behavioral significance of BOLD FC has
been investigated in studies that not only used specific tasks
(Hampson et al., 2006; He et al., 2007) but also studied the brain
at rest (Seeley et al., 2007; Song et al., 2008). Specifically, some
studies have reported that the strength of FC within the default
network is correlated with cognitive performance even at rest
(Hampson et al., 2006; Sambataro et al., 2008). Therefore,
neural activity and connectivity within the default network
may be plausible intermediate phenotypes that are helpful in
understanding the genetic mechanisms of cognitive function
or the risk for genetic brain diseases. Specifically, one recent
study (Filippini et al., 2009) reported that distinct patterns of
resting brain activity within the default network in young car-
riers of the APOE-�4 allele can be detected before any neuro-
physiological expression of neurodegenerative processes. This
suggests that the activity of some brain regions within the
default network may be affected by individual genetic variants.
So, an interesting question is whether we can identify modu-
lations in the default network connectivity as being caused by
specific genetic variants that we studied.
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Cathechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) is a key enzyme
which may account for �60% of the dopamine degradation in
the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and thus plays a unique role in regu-
lating dopamine levels in the PFC (Karoum et al., 1994). The
COMT gene contains a common functional polymorphism in
codon 158 (val 158met), in which the substitution of methionine
(met) for valine (val) can result in three- to four-times-lower
thermostability and activity of the COMT enzyme (Männistö and
Kaakkola, 1999). Previous studies have demonstrated that the
high-activity val allele is associated with “inefficient” prefrontal
cortical processing and poorer performance (Egan et al., 2001;
Goldberg et al., 2003); however, the specific mechanism remains
unclear. In this study, using resting functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging (fMRI) and imaging genetic paradigms, we inves-
tigated our hypothesis that COMT val 158met impacts the FCs of
the prefrontal regions within the default network and thus affects
prefrontal function and cognitive performance.

Materials and Methods
Subjects
Fifty-seven healthy, young, right-handed subjects (mean age: 24.7 � 3.6
years, range: 18.5–33.0; 29 males) were included in this study. All subjects
were recruited by advertisement and gave written informed consent. This
study was approved by the ethical committee of Xuanwu Hospital of
Capital Medical University.

COMT val 158met genotyping
We extracted genomic DNA from 250 �l of whole blood using a DNA direct
kit (Omega Bio-tek). COMT val158met was genotyped using PCR and re-
striction digestion techniques as previously described (Qian et al., 2003).

MRI data acquisition and preprocessing
MR imaging was performed using a 3.0 tesla MR scanner (Magnetom
Trio, Siemens). Functional images were collected axially using an echo-
planar imaging (EPI) sequence sensitive to BOLD contrast. The acquisi-
tion parameters were as follows: 32 slices, 2000/30 ms (TR/TE), 3.0/1.0 mm
(thickness/gap), 220�220 mm (FOV), 64�64 (resolution within slice), 90°
(flip angle). During the resting-state scanning, the subjects were instructed to
keep still with their eyes closed and as motionless as possible and not to think
about anything in particular. For each subject, the fMRI scan during the
resting state lasted for 9 min and provided 270 volumes.

Several preprocessing steps were used on this fMRI data, including (1)
correcting for within-scan acquisition time differences between slices;
(2) realigning the volumes to the first volume to correct for interscan
movements; (3) spatially normalizing to a standard EPI template and
making a resample; (4) spatially smoothing; (5) performing linear regres-
sion to remove the influence of head motion, whole-brain signals, and
linear trends; and (6) temporal bandpass filtration (0.01– 0.08 Hz). We
used SPM2 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm2/) to carry out
preprocessing steps 1–4 and in-house software for steps 5 and 6. Specifically,
the parameters obtained during movement correction showed that the max-
imum displacement in each cardinal direction (x–z) was not �1 mm, and
the maximum spin (x–z) was not �1° for each participant.

Multiple region-of-interest-based individual default network
functional connectivity graphs
Region-of-interest definition. In the present study, we used the same re-
gions of interest (ROIs) to define the default network as in previous
studies (Fair et al., 2008; Song et al., 2009). The coordinates of these 13
ROIs are shown in Table 1. All ROIs were defined as a spherical region
with a radius of 6 mm at the center of the obtained coordinates of a
specific ROI. Since the size of each voxel in the present study was 3 � 3 �
3 mm, each ROI was comprised of 33 voxels. (For more detail about the
ROI definition, see the supplemental text and supplemental Fig. 1, avail-
able at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material.)
Individual functional connectivity graph. After extracting the 13 ROIs for
each subject, we computed the functional connectivity between each pair
of the 13 ROIs. The functional connectivity was generated by averaging

the BOLD time series separately in the two regions and then computing
the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the two averaged time se-
ries. The resulting correlation was then transformed to approximate a
Gaussian distribution using Fisher’s r-to-z transformation. Thus, for
each subject, we obtained a 13 � 13 matrix, with each element represent-
ing the strength of the functional connectivity between the correspond-
ing two brain regions within the default network.

In the present study, using a one-sample t test, we found that all the
functional connectivities between any pair of brain regions within the
default network were significantly greater than 0 at a group level [p �
0.05, false discovery rate (FDR) corrected]. In addition, although we
found that some of the individual functional connectivities in some sub-
jects were negative, the proportion of the negative functional connectivi-
ties was �5% of all the functional connectivities from the entire group.
To adopt the node degree so that we could investigate the total connec-
tions of each ROI within the default network, we set the negative func-
tional connectivity to 0. This allowed us to use an undirected weighted
graph to model the default network. That is, each node of the graph was
used to denote a brain region within the default network, and the weight
of the edge between any two nodes represented the z-valued strength of
the functional connectivity between the two corresponding brain re-
gions. Thus, we constructed a complete undirected weighted graph to
model the topology of the default network for each subject.

The degree si of a node i is the number of edges linking to the node, and
is defined as follows:

si � �
j

wij

where wij denotes the weighted edge that connects node i and node j, that
is, in the present study, the z-valued strength of the functional connec-
tivity between brain region i and brain region j. The degree si can be used
to qualify the extent to which a given node is central in the graph. From
the node degree, we can define hub nodes, which are nodes with high
degrees in a graph.

Table 1. Locations of the ROIs of the default network

Brain region MNI coordinates Talaraich coordinates BA

aMPFC �3, 54, 18 �3, 54, 15 10/9
L.Sup.F �15, 54, 42 �15, 54, 36 9
R.Sup.F 18, 42, 48 18, 42, 42 8
vMPFC �6, 36, �9 �6, 36, �9 32/10/11
L.IT �60, �9, �24 �60, �9, �21 20/21
R.IT 57, 0, �27 57, 0, �24 21/20
L.PHC �24, �18, �27 �24, �18, �21 35
R.PHC 27, �18, �24 24, �18, �18 36/35
PCC �3, �48, 30 �3, �45, 30 31
Rsp 9, �54, 12 9, �51, 15 30
L.LatP �48, �69, 39 �48, �66, 39 39
R LatP 48, �66, 36 48, �63, 36 39
Cereb �6, �54, �48 �6, �54, �39

All ROIs were defined as a spherical region with a radius of 6 mm at the center of the above seed regions, and then
each ROI was comprised of 33 voxels. aMPFC, medial prefrontal cortex (anterior); L.Sup.F, left superior frontal cortex;
R.Sup.F, right superior frontal cortex; vMPFC, medial prefrontal cortex (ventral); L.IT, left inferior temporal cortex;
R.IT, right inferior temporal cortex; L.PHC, left parahippocampal gyrus; R.PHC, right parahippocampal gyrus; PCC,
posterior cingulate cortex; Rsp, retrosplenial; L.LatP, left lateral parietal cortex; R.LatP, right lateral parietal cortex;
Cereb, cerebellar tonsils; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; BA, Brodmann’s area.

Table 2. Subject demographics for the two genotype groups

Met/Val Val/Val Difference (P value)

n 26 31
Gender (male:female ratio) 13:13 16:15 0.903
Age (mean � SD, years) 25.2 � 3.3 24.2 � 3.8 0.329
Age range (years) 18.5–33.3 19.5–31.5
Education (1:2:3 ratio) 9:4:13 8:13:10 0.091
Handedness (% right) 100% 100%

Education level was determined on a discrete scale with three levels: low � 1, middle � 2, high � 3.
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Voxel-based individual default network
functional connectivity graphs
To validate our findings, we separately ex-
tracted some brain areas as seed regions and
then performed voxel-based whole-brain
functional connectivity analyses. These re-
gions included the medial PFC (ventral)
(vMPFC), the posterior cingulate cortex
(PCC), the striatum, and the primary visual
area (PVA). The vMPFC and the PCC, two
important nodes within the default network,
were selected to validate our ROI-based re-
sults. We also selected the striatum and the
PVA, two regions that are outside the default
network, to determine whether or not the
FCs from these areas are affected by the
COMT polymorphism. The functional con-
nectivity analysis was performed separately
for each of the four seed regions. For more
details, see the supplemental text, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material.

Statistical analyses
A Pearson � 2 test was used to test for differ-
ences in gender and education level and a two-
sample t test was used to test for differences in
age between the two genotype groups. We
used a two-sample t test to examine differ-
ences in the strength of connectivity and
node degree between the two genotype groups. We used a permutation-
based correction for multiple comparisons using Ptest software by 10,000
permutations (Westfall and Young, 1993; Belmonte and Yurgelun-Todd,
2001; Conneely and Boehnke, 2007; Camargo et al., 2008; Sowell et al.,
2008). For each seed region in whole-brain analyses, we performed a
two-sample t test to examine the significance of the differences in the
voxel-based default network between val-homozygous and heterozygous
individuals.

Results
We categorized 57 young healthy subjects according to their
COMT genotypes, into 26 heterozygous (met/val) and 31 val-
homozygous (val/val) individuals. The two groups showed no sig-
nificant differences in age, gender, and education level (Table 2).

Using the multiple ROI-based connectivity analysis, we ob-
tained an undirected weighted network with 13 nodes and 78
edges that globally described the default network connectivity
pattern for each subject. As can be seen in the mean connectivity
maps of the two genotype groups, we found much less connec-
tivity between multiple regions in val homozygotes than in
COMT heterozygotes (supplemental text and supplemental Fig.
2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Then we examined the group differences in the default network
connectivity for the two different COMT genotypes. Compared
with the heterozygous individuals, the val homozygotes had sig-
nificantly decreased connectivities. Two of the decreases were
within the prefrontal lobules �L.Sup.F–aMPFC, L.Sup.F–vMPFC];
five of the other six decreases were between the prefrontal lobules
and other regions [L.Sup.F–PCC, aMPFC–PCC, vMPFC–Rsp,
vMPFC–R.IT, L.Sup.F–L.IT], and only one decreased connectivity
was unrelated to the PFC (R.IT–Rsp) (Fig. 1; supplemental Table 1,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Specifi-
cally, the decreased connectivities were primarily concentrated in the
connectivities between the prefrontal regions and the PCC/Rsp.
Three increased connectivities were also found between the L.IT and
the L.PHC between the L.IT and the R.PHC, and between the L.LatP
and the Cereb.

For each individual’s connectivity graph of the default net-
work, we also computed the degree of each brain region. Then we
tested the differences in the connectivity degree of each region
between individuals who were COMT heterozygous and those
who were val homozygous (Fig. 2). Those who were val homozy-
gous showed significantly lower degrees of connectivity than did
those who were COMT heterozygous in the vMPFC, aMPFC, and
L.Sup.F ( p � 0.05, permutation-based multiple-comparison
correction). Thus we demonstrated lower degrees of connectivity
in three of the four prefrontal regions in the default network. We

Figure 1. Significantly different functional connectivity in the default network in COMT Val-homozygous and heterozygous
groups. The blue line indicates decreased and the red line indicates increased connectivity in Val-homozygous individuals com-
pared with the heterozygous group ( p � 0.05, permutation-based multiple-comparison correction).

Figure 2. Degrees of connectivity of 13 brain regions in the two different COMT genotype
groups. *Significant differences in the two groups ( p � 0.05, permutation-based multiple-
comparison correction).
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did not find any significantly increased node degree in any of the
13 ROIs.

The whole-brain analyses obtained by taking vMPFC as the
seed region revealed that val homozygotes had significantly lower
connectivity than COMT heterozygotes in the aMPFC, PCC/Rsp,
and R.IT (supplemental text, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material; Fig. 3). In addition, we found no signifi-
cantly increased connectivities. Similar analyses in which we took
the PCC as a seed region also found decreased connectivity in an
area located in the aMPFC region (supplemental text and supple-
mental Fig. 3, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material). We also tested the differences in the resting-state
functional connectivity of the striatum and the PVA, and did
not find any significantly different connectivity between the
COMT heterozygotes and the val homozygotes.

Discussion
This study investigated the potential role of COMT val158met in
modulating default network connectivity in healthy young subjects.
Using the multiple ROI-based resting functional connectivity ap-
proach, we found that, compared with heterozygous individ-
uals, COMT val homozygotes showed significantly decreased
prefrontal-related connectivities, which primarily occurred be-
tween prefrontal regions and the posterior cingulate/restro-
splenial cortices (Fig. 1). Further analyses of the topological
characteristics of the default network showed homozygous val

individuals had significantly fewer node
degrees in three (vMPFC, aMPFC, and
L.Sup.F) of the four prefrontal regions
(Fig. 2).

In this study, our major finding is that
the default network connectivities, espe-
cially the connectivities within the pre-
frontal lobes and the ones from the
prefrontal lobes to the posterior regions,
were modulated by the COMT functional
genetic variation. Evidence from anatom-
ical and functional studies of the default
network has demonstrated that the
brain’s default network can be distin-
guished from other brain systems by the
fact that it is an intrinsic brain system that
participates in internal modes of cogni-
tion (Buckner et al., 2008). Moreover, dis-
rupted default network activity or
connectivity has been extensively re-
ported in various brain diseases, including
Alzheimer’s disease, schizophrenia, de-
pression, ADHD, and so forth. (Broyd et
al., 2009). However, to our knowledge
only one study (Filippini et al., 2009) in-
vestigated the genetic basis for the neural
functions of the default network. Addi-
tionally, evidence suggests that prefrontal
dopamine plays a critical role in the normal
cognitive process, especially in working
memory, planning and attention (Seamans
and Yang, 2004). Some studies have found
that dysfunctions in prefrontal DA may un-
derlie neuropsychiatric pathologies, such as
the cognitive deficits associated with schizo-
phrenia and bipolar disorder (Egan et al.,
2001; Seamans and Yang, 2004; Tunbridge
et al., 2006; Goghari and Sponheim, 2008).

Moreover, one recent study suggests a reciprocal interplay between
working memory capacity and cortical dopamine neurotrans-
mission (McNab et al., 2009). Additionally, the COMT enzyme
encoded by the COMT gene influences dopamine degradation by
inactivating released dopamine (Männistö and Kaakkola, 1999).
COMT val 158met, a common genetic polymorphism in humans,
is associated with a three- to fourfold variation in COMT enzyme
activity and is also associated with individual variation in COMT
thermal instability (Lachman et al., 1996). The substitution of
met for val results in a more sluggish COMT enzyme (Lotta et al.,
1995; Lachman et al., 1996). Thus, the val variant of the COMT
gene corresponds to lower dopamine levels in the prefrontal cor-
tex. Previous studies indicated that the high-activity COMT val
variant is associated with worse performance on working mem-
ory (Egan et al., 2001; Goldberg et al., 2003) and attention tasks
(Blasi et al., 2005). In this study, we found decreased prefrontal-
related connectivities within the default network in young
COMT val-homozygous individuals using fMRI. We speculate
that the val variant is associated with lower dopamine levels in the
PFC and thus with decreased prefrontal-related FCs within the
default network, thus causing poor cognitive performance (Bar-
nett et al., 2008). In fact, several fMRI studies have reported that
the strength of certain specific connectivities within the default
network, in particular the FCs between the PCC and the MPFC,
are positively correlated with working memory performance, not

Figure 3. Significantly different connectivities in two genotype groups resulting from a voxel-based functional connectivity
analysis, taking the vMPFC as the seed region. A, Overall default network illustration, in which the yellow star represents the
position of the vMPFC seed region (1-sample t test, df � 56; p � 0.01, FDR corrected; cluster size � 20 voxels). B, Significantly
decreased connectivity in the COMT Val homozygotes compared with the heterozygotes (2-sample t test; p �0.005; cluster size�
20 voxels). C, The corresponding default network in the same layer with B.
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only during the task state, but also at rest (Hampson et al., 2006;
Sambataro et al., 2008). Therefore, we suggest that the prefrontal
dopamine availability modulated by the COMT genotype affects
the prefrontally mediated cognitive function in healthy individ-
uals, presumably by impacting prefrontal-related functional in-
tegration within the default network.

The COMT gene is expressed in many regions of the human
CNS (Hong et al., 1998; Matsumoto et al., 2003). However,
COMT plays a unique role only in regulating the dopamine sys-
tem of the prefrontal cortex. This is apparently because the pre-
frontal cortex contains less dopamine transporter protein than
other brain regions and is thus more dependent on the COMT
enzyme for terminating the action of released dopamine (Männistö
and Kaakkola, 1999; Seamans and Yang, 2004). An earlier study
showed that the COMT enzyme accounted for �60% of the do-
pamine degradation in the rat prefrontal cortex, but for �15% of
the dopamine degradation in the striatum (Karoum et al., 1994).
In fact, our study found that the functional genetic variation in
the COMT gene disproportionately affects connectivities that in-
volve the prefrontal cortex within the default network, leaving
other brain regions, such as the striatum and the PVA, relatively
unaffected.

From an imaging genetics perspective, neuronal connectivity
may be regarded as a plausible neural intermediate phenotype
and is attracting more and more attention in recent imaging ge-
netic studies (Esslinger et al., 2009; Meyer-Lindenberg, 2009).
These studies investigated the modulation by specific genetic
variants of the activity and functional coupling of certain brain
regions under specific cognitive tasks. In this study, we investi-
gated resting-state functional connectivity within the default net-
work and reported that some resting-state connectivities are
affected by individual genetic variants.

In addition to the significant decreased functional connectivi-
ties, three increased connectivities (L.IT–L.PHC, L.IT–R.PHC,
L.LatP–Cereb) were also found when we compared the val-
homozygous with the heterozygous individuals. These increased
connectivities were not located within the prefrontal cortex. We
speculate that the increased connectivities in the val-homozygous
group could possibly reflect a compensatory effect for the de-
creased prefrontal related connectivities or the recruitment of
cognitive resources to maintain normal cognitive function. How-
ever, the mechanism of the compensatory reallocation remains
unclear and deserves further study.

Our findings demonstrated that prefrontal-related connec-
tivities within the default network were modulated by a COMT
functional genetic variation, presumably because this polymor-
phism plays a unique role in regulating prefrontal dopamine lev-
els (Egan et al., 2001). However, COMT val 158met is not the only
functional variation. Previous studies have reported that the
COMT gene may contain at least three functional polymor-
phisms (rs737865, rs4680, rs165599) which impact its biological
activity (Mukherjee et al., 2009). Other studies have shown that
certain commonly found haplotypes may regulate the gene even
more strongly than does val 158met (Bray et al., 2003; Nackley et
al., 2006). Thus, the effects of other several single nucleotide poly-
morphisms and their common haplotypes need further study.
Moreover, since we speculate that dopamine levels influence de-
fault network connectivity, in future studies we also need to in-
vestigate whether and how other dopaminergic system related
genes, such as the dopamine transporter gene (DAT) and dopa-
mine receptor genes, modulate default network connectivity. In
this way, we can more systematically investigate how the dopa-
minergic system affects the connectivity pattern of the default

network. In addition, investigating the genetic control of neural
connectivity within other brain systems or within the whole brain
network should be an important research direction in the near
future.
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